
Rodin

A toolset dedicated to the Event-B formal method
Event-B is an approach made-up of a set-theoretic formalism with an opensyntax, and a refinement-based development process. It provides means ofunderstanding and reasoning on large scale systems, mastering theircomplexity, and showing the correctness of their design by formal reasoning.This method is particularly well suited to model discrete and asynchronoussystems, although it has been applied to many other domains. For instance,using Event-B, a system model can be mathematically proven to fulfill itsrequirements, given an explicit list of assumptions on its environment.

The Rodin core platform is an integrated development environment (IDE) that
supports the edition and the formal reasoning on Event-B models.
Its development has started in 2005 with an eponymous EU funded project
and has been further funded by two other projects  : DEPLOY and ADVANCE.

Rodin is extensible with external components (plug-ins) and is itself
composed of various components including  : a structural editor for open
syntax models, a static checker combined with a proof obligation generator,
as well as an extensible built-in sequent prover.
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Several plug-ins have been developed in parallel of the core platform, and arepart of the Rodin toolset. Application scope of the toolset is wide and goesfrom requirements management and edition with the ProR tool, user levelsyntactic and semantic extension with the Theory plug-in, UML and StateMachines integration with the UML-B plug-in, model animation with plug-inssuch as AnimB or ProB, to even model testing and test case generation withthe MBT plug-in.
A robust and extensible proof support

The built-in prover is open to external provers. Indeed, Rodin allows theintegration of multiple theorem provers or solvers which already exists on themarket, through the use of dedicated interfaces. A plug-in providingintegration support for SMT solvers already exists.Moreover, the Theory plug-in provides a facility to define proving rules at theuser level using an embedded editor in Rodin.These two mechanisms provided by Rodin allow to reduce the time spentdischarging proof obligations, which is the most time-consuming activity in anformal development.
An IDE to extend or reuse

Rodin is built on top of the Eclipse platform and reuses its extensionmechanism. It is currently packaged as a standalone application. However, itsvarious components can easily be packaged into a feature to customizeanother existing and compatible Eclipse-based product.This possibility has already been carried out within the IMOFIS project(www.imofis.org) with the integration of Rodin in the Obeo Designer IDEbesides Topcased.

The Rodin toolset is developed and maintained by a large community fromAcademia and Industry, under the umbrella of the ADVANCE project.Rodin has been very stable for several years, but is nonetheless continuouslyimproved. Indeed, new versions of the platform are released every threemonths and plug-in updates follow quickly.Several mailing lists and a dynamic wiki are available: wiki.event-b.org.

Rodin is actively supported
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